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About This Game

Numantia is a Turn-Based Strategy game that takes place in the ancient conflict between Rome and the city of Numantia, in a
war that lasted for more than two decades.

The choice is yours: Play as a Numantian warrior against the Roman legions or expand the power of Rome throughout the
Iberian Peninsula. Relive history fighting in epic battles alongside real historical figures, conmemorating the 2150th anniversary

of the Siege of Numantia.
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Title: Numantia
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Recotechnology S.L.
Publisher:
Recotechnology S.L.
Release Date: 24 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2 GHz or equivalent

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT600 Series or equivalent

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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Good soundtrack.. You can enjoy the story accompanied by exciting music and handsome barrage

The plot is simple and short but fascinating

I wonder what happens to Misty after that

Looking forward to the sequel\uff01
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\u671f\u5f85\u7e8c\u4f5c\uff0c\u628a\u6545\u4e8b\u8b1b\u4e0b\u53bb. Wallace: Sons of Scotland, I am William Wallace.

Young soldier: William Wallace is 7 feet tall.

Wallace: Yes, I've heard. Kills men by the hundreds, and if he were here he'd consume the English with fireballs from his eyes
and bolts of lightning from his\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I AM William Wallace. And I see a whole army of my
countrymen here in defiance of tyranny. You have come to fight as free men, and free men you are. What would you do without
freedom? Will you fight?

Veteran soldier: Fight? Against that? No, we will run; and we will live.

Wallace: Aye, fight and you may die. Run and you'll live -- at least a while. And dying in your beds many years from now,
would you be willing to trade all the days from this day to that for one chance, just one chance to come back here and tell our
enemies that they may take our lives, but they'll never take our freedom!!!. I thought each DLC was an extra portal. All it is is
some stupid costume you put on. Don't waste your money on the DLCs. Setup:
i9 9900k
32 GB 3200Mhz Memory
EVGA RTX 2080ti XC

I'm getting ~30fps at 1440p.

yeah.. nice to see the roles revesed its great wish there were more vn's like this very good. 8th level - very difficult, what is on
the 9th ...? 8\/10
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Love it! I can actually mix drinks I never heard of before..lol. Loving this game already, and only played for an hour or so.
Gameplay is good and impactful. Would be great to see a Rocky mode after completing pro :) as I'm quickly getting through the
fights, already at my third fight. Some issues with the grip type they went with for Vive, would be awesome to patch in
additional grip types, something like TOTF and if Vive trackers could be used as well, then happy days, as footwork can look a
bit janky at times but is not too off-putting in gameplay. You really feel like you have had an epic fight with the great music
throughout.

Love how the game deals with fatigue and how knockdowns are implemented, you really feel great running back to your body
after you have had your life punched out of you, quite literarily :) only to deliver some crushing blows once you return to form.

I have been using weighted gloves for this game, as Creed is now part of my roster for VR fitness. Be careful not to overstretch
your swing as you will most likely injure your self or smash your play area up :) I find wearing the gloves really gives you a great
work out. I recommend going through all vanilla songs on Beat Sabre first, as this will warm you up good for some Creed
greatness.. also my first total war game, realy fun to play as you can see from time playing I have a bit of experience. EPIC
METAL REMIX MUST BUY
11\/10. Buy this game, Chickens!. Calling this product a game would be an overstatement.

There are no choices to speek of, so it's not even a Visual Novel.
Right from the get-go, Dead End Junction presents itself a digital dime novel.
And its easy to see why; It was build from the ground up to be a short, pulpy cowboy flick. But that doesn't mean it's bad, as i
learned.
8 hours may seem on the short side for VN's, but because of it, DEJ has got really excellent pacing. There is always someting
going on and no plotpoint is lingered on to long.
The characters are very well written, and although some are a bit trope-y, they play off each other superbly.
And finally, the world of DEJ is great. At the start it seems like your typical Wild-West World but it dosn't take long until this
notion is abandoned for a much more interesting setting.

The only valid criticism i have is that the action is downplayed quite a lot. All fights are just one still frame and some sounds.
There isn't even a description of the fight, its just *kling* *klung* [Fate to Black] and thats it.

All in all a very solid ga- digital dime novel thats best experienced over the course of a week in small chunks.

7\/10. The song is good and it's a healing game for me.. AccuRC 2 is a fantastic simulator and is my personal favorite for RC
Helicopter practice and improvement.
We all want and demand more realism and practicality in a simulator that make it more useful and productive.
In my opinion this is the best simulator for that purpose.
Less of a game and more of a realistic RC helicopter flight experience.
I'm not saying that it is not fun, It a lot of fun!
Last but certainly not least; the amount of updates improvements and new content that have come out for ACCURC 2 since I
purchased it almost a year ago is astounding.

This is a very actively supported product! The developers and product team communicate very openly with their customers (us)
and are very responsive when you have questions.

. No. Just No. Cute idea with a horrible execution. You have to guide your ever growing worm thing through the maze without
getting stuck. So stopping and turning are essential. But the game has a mind of its own. You try to go forward once and turn left
by clicking the arrow keys on your keyboard and instead the worm races forward several lengths running into itself ending the
game. I could almost deal with the teadiousness of it for the achievements and because it could perhaps be fun, but the
achievements require the game to play flawlessly which it doesn't. Check out how many actually have completed the
achievements and you'll see a pattern. I got it in a bundle. I'm going to spend five minutes on the other game. If it's not a
complete winner I'm returning it. Not worth full price. Not worth it on sale for a fraction of that. No help with game functioning
on the forum.. It's a good game, yeah, but it has some game breaking bugs that you should know about. One map in the middle
of the campaign has a decent chance to just not finish. Even if you do and kill everything. There's no way to fix it other than to
start the entire campaign over. Keep that in mind if you buy the game.
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